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Can you guess the teacher …?
Barham children have given the grown ups in school some questions to answer
about their childhood. Can you guess who this is?
What is your earliest memory? Sat on a bench in the playground - on my first day - trying to figure
out how to tie my laces. A boy came up to me and said he could tie laces (he lied) but we became
best friends.
Were you naughty when you were younger? I wouldn’t say naughty, but I was a little mischievous. I used to like playing pranks and performing tricks to my class mates. It helped being hypermobile.
What was the best thing about school? Genuinely, just learning something new. I would love going home at the end of the day and showing off a new fact or a new skill to my family.
What was the worst thing about school? Getting up early everyday; I was not a morning person - I’m still not!
Were you ever told off? Not often, I was pretty well-behaved at school. I was only ever told off for drawing on my
hands and arms (I was obsessed with doodling). There was this one time though, where I cut off every button on
my shirt and ate them!* It was only when I stood up to go to lunch that the teacher realised. I still ate my lunch
though.
Who was your best friend at school? My best friend was a boy called Simon (the shoelace liar!)
What did you want to be when you grew up? There was only ever truly one thing I wanted to be when I grew up… a dinosaur! I later
decided a helicopter pilot might be more achievable though. I can still dream!
What was your favourite food? Spaghetti Bolognese!
Did you like school dinners? I never had a single school dinner in my whole
life, until I became a teacher: can’t beat the chips!
Did you like your teachers? I honestly only really remember two teachers…
One looked like Elvis and my first ever teacher had the same surname as me! They were all really kind though.
Although the Nuns were a little scary.
What were you frightened of when you were a child? Losing my teeth. I still had all my teeth in Year 3 and would
refuse to pull them out. I still have two of my ‘baby’ teeth now.
What colour was your school uniform? Grey trousers, white shirt, navy jumper, red and blue tie .
What was your favourite subject? Had to be PE; we did benchball pretty much every lesson.
Did you always do your homework? Always! My Dad made sure I did it straight away and then
I knew I didn’t have to worry about it.
What was your favourite animal? Elephants! I loved the fact that they grew old in families,
and that they were strong, powerful and wise. Plus I thought I had big ears and they made me
realise that there was nothing wrong with big ears at all.

Who am I???
*Please don’t EVER eat any buttons like I did. You could choke!

